Protein Complex Detection via Effective Integration of Base Clustering Solutions and Co-Complex Affinity Scores.
With the increasing availability of protein interaction data, various computational methods have been developed to predict protein complexes. However, different computational methods may have their own advantages and limitations. Ensemble clustering has thus been studied to minimize the potential bias and risk of individual methods and generate prediction results with better coverage and accuracy. In this paper, we extend the traditional ensemble clustering by taking into account the co-complex affinity scores and present an Ensemble H ierarchical Clustering framework (EnsemHC) to detect protein complexes. First, we construct co-cluster matrices by integrating the clustering results with the co-complex evidences. Second, we sum up the constructed co-cluster matrices to derive a final ensemble matrix via a novel iterative weighting scheme. Finally, we apply the hierarchical clustering to generate protein complexes from the final ensemble matrix. Experimental results demonstrate that our EnsemHC performs better than its base clustering methods and various existing integrative methods. In addition, we also observed that integrating the clusters and co-complex affinity scores from different data sources will improve the prediction performance, e.g., integrating the clusters from TAP data and co-complex affinities from binary PPI data achieved the best performance in our experiments.